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idc Market Update – 24th April 2020 

 

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES 
Covid-19's impact on labour and transport, combined with shortages caused in 
previous weeks from panic buying, have had a serious impact on availability 
within the fruit and veg industry as a whole. 

Arguably, broccoli has been the worst effected over the last few weeks. Given the 
extremity of short supply, prices have almost quadrupled. However, an ease in 
price is expected in the early weeks of May. Similarly, for cauliflower too. However, 
the UK main crop on both is still 4-6 weeks away. 

Carrots and potatoes are still tricky as supply shortens and we await the UK 
season to start. 

Peppers are proving problematic as the season has all but finished in Spain and 
we move onto Holland for supply. The quality of produce is very good. However, 
availability is short while we wait for the main crop to come through. 

Some cabbages are also a problem on the back of the consistent rainfall 
throughout February, delaying the crop and limiting availability. 

Citrus produce as well as apples will see an increase on price from May onwards. 
The Northern Hemisphere season is coming to an end and we are moving to 
South America and South Africa for supply over the coming months until late 
summer/early autumn. 

Moving onto some good news, we have some produce with an abundance of 
supply, good quality and sensible prices including Grapes, Cucumbers, Tomatoes, 
Courgettes, Aubergines and Jersey Royals. 

Given some of the potato issues faced in previous weeks, we will finish with a little 
bit more on the fabulous, unique potato that is the Jersey Royal… 

“The first kidney-shaped Jersey Royals that arrive around now always seem like 
little capsules of hope, banishing winter and ushering in the spring. Their sweet, 
earthy flavour brings promise of warm sun on the skin, tennis whites, and the 
aroma of freshly mown grass. Jersey Royals are here, spring has sprung” (Clare 
Hargreaves, Countryfile). 

As their name suggests, these creamy-white, waxy potatoes come from the 
Channel Island of Jersey, where the mild climate allows their precocious growth 
well ahead of mainland early spuds. They've been grown in Jersey since the 19th 
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century but, like many great inventions, the potato's beginnings were an accident 
– in fact its original name was Jersey Royal Fluke. 

It all began with a post-ploughing supper thrown by a Jersey farmer called Hugh 
de la Haye in 1879. The conversation turned to spuds, and Hugh showed his 
guests two freakishly large potatoes he had been given. One had 15 ‘eyes’, just 
waiting for new plants to sprout, so he cut them up and stuck each of the eyes in 
the ground to see what would happen. The following spring a crop appeared, and 
while most of the potatoes were round, some had the characteristic kidney shape 
of what would later become known as the Jersey Royal. 

The new spud may have been small and strangely shaped, but the wonderful 
taste was an instant hit both at home and on the mainland. By the late 1890s, 
annual exports had rocketed to nearly 67,000 tonnes. Today, exports total 
between 30,000 and 40,000 tonnes, because the amount of agricultural land on 
the island has decreased as the population has increased. 

Along with milk and cream, Jersey Royals are one of the island's gastronomic 
trump cards. The potato's delicate flavour cannot be beaten or replicated – 
literally, as it is the only British vegetable to have coveted Protected Designation 
of Origin (PDO) status, which safeguards it against imitations. 

Jersey Royals (never call them Jersey Royal potatoes) are still grown on small 
plots in much the way they have been grown for the past 120 years, using local 
vraic seaweed as a natural fertiliser, which adds to the taste. The earliest potatoes 
are lifted by hand – so delicate are their skins that they must be cosseted. To 
minimise bruising, the harvester digs under the crop and lifts the potatoes up, so 
they are cushioned by soil. 

The potatoes are ideally suited to the island's conditions. The soil is fertile, the 
climate is warm, and the island is made up of valleys that generally all slope 
southwards - allowing the soil to be drenched in sunshine. 

The potatoes are planted early January and lifting them begins in early April. The 
last Jerseys are harvested at the end of June, after which seed is kept for next 
year's crop. Freshness is key to enjoying the Jerseys' earthy flavour and this 
flavour to some really is the first taste of spring. 

 

MEAT 

After the rises in pork prices over the Easter period prices remain firm with 
throughput down. This may be down to variable activity between processing 
plants rather than a change in market direction. Generally, reports continue to 
indicate that supply of pigs are tight. 

As reported last week, falling processor revenues due to the imbalance are 
leading to some plants to look at ways to cut costs with potentially cutting 
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slaughtering and cutting days. Slaughter of prime cattle and cows were down 
5600 head (13%) on the previous week. 

The imbalance of use of the beef carcase is still of grave concern, with retail 
demand for mince and dicing products not diminishing. Round cuts (topside & 
silverside) are still maintaining the levels from last week and steaking meat is at 
an all-time low. We have gone from mincing 43.5% of the carcase to 53.5%. 

With a typical 43% of the carcase minced this only contributes to around £780 
per head to the retail value of the carcase (av. 345kg). At the other end of the 
scale, fillet is 2% of the carcase which equates to £200 per head in retail values. 

Lamb pricing has risen again with throughput of animals down by 20,000 head 
(20%) last week, well below levels for this time of year. 

Early signs that the stability for some poultry products may be coming. The only 
thing that may change this is lowering production in the processing plants, 
which may yet happen. 

 

DAIRY & BAKERY 

This week there are no reports of milk having not been collected from the 
farmers. Any excess milk in the country has gone into storable products. However, 
this is not sustainable over the next few months - so prices are expected to rise 
again. Arla have put prices up to all their retail customers and all the other major 
dairy processors are doing the same. One of our major suppliers has been losing a 
considerable amount of money over the last few weeks, partly due to the increase 
in delivery costs. 

The uncertainty surrounding both supply and demand will undoubtedly 
continue. Milk production at this time of year is typically unpredictable due to the 
weather. On the demand side, consumers and their purchasing habits have not 
fallen into a set pattern, keeping retailers uncertain over what and how much 
product to stock – and therefore how much milk will end up on spot market is 
uncertain. The recent announcement that some fast food outlets will resume 
delivery services will help the demand side of the dairy industry. 

The Government have announced this week they are relaxing competition law 
within the dairy industry, and all farmers that are struggling financially can now 
access the Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan Scheme, if they need too. This 
should help with immediate cash flow problems as payments can start in six 
working days after their application forms have been received. 

Eggs are still in short supply, with EU demand outstripping production. Feed 
costs are rising by 10-15% across the country, which is equivalent to £25 a tonne. 
This is having the inevitable effect of prices rising across the UK. The good news is 
that initial tests results have shown that chickens are not affected by Covid-19 and 
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therefore do not pose a potential risk to human health. We should know the final 
test results by next month. 

The situation is unchanged for most of our dairy supply partners and there have 
been reports of more drivers been furloughed due to volumes on the vehicles 
reducing further. We will continue to support the dairy industry and help our 
suppliers to deliver the best option for our customers, but to do this we need to 
increase prices. These are very tough times in the industry, and it looks like it will 
continue for the foreseeable future. 


